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ABSTRACT Rotavirus live-attenuated vaccines, both mono- and pentavalent, generate
broadly heterotypic protection. B-cells isolated from adults encode neutralizing antibod-
ies, some with affinity for VP5*, that afford broad protection in mice. We have mapped
the epitope of one such antibody by determining the high-resolution cryo-EM structure
of its antigen-binding fragment (Fab) bound to the virion of a candidate vaccine strain,
CDC-9. The Fab contacts both the distal end of a VP5* b-barrel domain and the two
VP8* lectin-like domains at the tip of a projecting spike. Its interactions with VP8* do
not impinge on the likely receptor-binding site, suggesting that the mechanism of neu-
tralization is at a step subsequent to initial attachment. We also examined structures of
CDC-9 virions from two different stages of serial passaging. Nearly all the VP4 (cleaved
to VP8*/VP5*) spikes on particles from the earlier passage (wild-type isolate) had transi-
tioned from the “upright” conformation present on fully infectious virions to the
“reversed” conformation that is probably the end state of membrane insertion, unable
to mediate penetration, consistent with the very low in vitro infectivity of the wild-type
isolate. About half the VP4 spikes were upright on particles from the later passage,
which had recovered substantial in vitro infectivity but had acquired an attenuated
phenotype in neonatal rats. A mutation in VP4 that occurred during passaging appears
to stabilize the interface at the apex of the spike and could account for the greater sta-
bility of the upright spikes on the late-passage, attenuated isolate.

IMPORTANCE Rotavirus live-attenuated vaccines generate broadly heterotypic pro-
tection, and B-cells isolated from adults encode antibodies that are broadly protec-
tive in mice. Determining the structural and mechanistic basis of broad protection
can contribute to understanding the current limitations of vaccine efficacy in devel-
oping countries. The structure of an attenuated human rotavirus isolate (CDC-9)
bound with the Fab fragment of a broadly heterotypic protective antibody shows
that protection is probably due to inhibition of the conformational transition in the
viral spike protein (VP4) critical for viral penetration, rather than to inhibition of re-
ceptor binding. A comparison of structures of CDC-9 virus particles at two stages of
serial passaging supports a proposed mechanism for initial steps in rotavirus mem-
brane penetration.
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The two most widely licensed rotavirus vaccines have substantially lower efficacy in
developing countries than in the US, motivating efforts to seek additional vaccine

candidates (1, 2). CDC-9 is a potential vaccine strain generated at the Center for
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) by serial passaging of virus isolated from the
stool of an infected donor (3, 4). Seven passages in MA104 cells followed by 38 in Vero
cells yielded a strain with 10 amino acid mutations, 6 in VP4 and the rest distributed
one each in VP1, VP6, NSP1, and NSP5, and a deletion of 10 residues in VP2 (Table 1 in
Ref. 4). In the Caco-2 human cell line, the Vero cell-adapted, passage 44/45 (P45) virus
grew to titers two logs greater than did the original isolate in MA104 cells but had a
substantially attenuated response in neonatal rats, consistent with findings for many
viruses for which extended serial passaging has led to attenuation in an animal host.

The epitopes of protective, neutralizing antibodies that any effective vaccine should
elicit are on the two outer-layer rotavirus proteins, VP4 and VP7 (see Fig. 1A for an illus-
tration of rotavirus structural proteins and for the definition of double-layer and triple-
layer particles [DLPs and TLPs, respectively]). When a rotavirus particle encounters a
cell, the VP4 “spike” protein, activated by trypsin cleavage to VP8* and VP5*, mediates
both attachment and penetration. The latter event requires perforation of the plasma
membrane that surrounds the endocytosed virion followed by dissociation of VP7 and
VP8*/VP5* and release of the DLP into the cytosol (5–7). Transition from the upright,
asymmetric VP8*/VP5* spike present on a mature TLP to a reversed, 3-fold symmetric
structure is an essential molecular step in this sequence of events (Fig. 1). Cryogenic
electron microscopy (cryo-EM) of rhesus rotavirus particles attached to liposomes has
shown that the “foot” domain of VP5*, which anchors it on the TLP surface, unfolds,
projects outwards, and inserts into a membrane of the target cell (8). This interaction
appears to be a key event in membrane perforation.

The antigenic diversity of human rotaviruses includes a combination of a various P (VP4)
and G (VP7) serotypes (Data set S1–S3 in the supplemental material). Nonetheless, the two
most widely licensed vaccines worldwide, mono- and pentavalent, respectively, both yield
substantial protection against most heterologous human RV strains (9), consistent with data
on protection by natural infection (10). In keeping with these findings, isolation of human in-
testinal, IgA-secreting B cells from adult donors, using CDC-9 TLPs for sorting, showed that a
subset of immunoglobulins (Igs), elicited originally by natural (monospecific) infection, could
mediate heterotypic protection in mice (11). Most of the heterotypically reactive/neutralizing
antibodies appeared to recognize epitopes on VP5*. Thus, monotypic exposure, from either
vaccination or infection, yields heterotypic immunity that substantially reduces severe symp-
tomatic illness from multiple rotavirus serotypes.

We report here a full description of the epitope of one such broadly heterotypic,
neutralizing antibody, from the structure, determined by cryo-EM, of a TLP with the
Fab41 (neutralizing MAb #41) (11). We show that the epitope of MAb #41, originally
described as VP5* directed, includes residues on both VP8* lectin domains and one
VP5* b-barrel domain. Although the antibody footprint does not overlap known recep-
tor binding sites and probably does not block attachment, it is likely to lock the spike
into its upright conformation on the mature TLP and prevent the transition to the
reversed conformation, thereby inhibiting penetration. The results also offer explana-
tions for the very poor infectivity in cell culture of the unmutated wild-type isolate and
for the enhancement of in vitro infectivity that resulted from mutations selected during
serial passage.

RESULTS
Spike conformations and model building. We recorded cryo-EM images of the

CDC-9 P12 and P45 preparations, the latter with Fab41 added, on a TF30 Polara micro-
scope operated at 300 kV and equipped with a Gatan K2 detector. Classification in 2D
showed that the P45 particles (two data sets collected from two virus preparations) were
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FIG 1 Upright and reversed spike protein conformations on human rotavirus strain CDC-9 passage 45 (P45). (A) Architecture of the rotavirus triple-layer
particle (TLP). The capsid shell protein VP2 (cyan and blue) encapsidates the double stranded-RNA genomic segments (not shown), capping enzymes (VP3,
not shown), and RNA-dependent RNA polymerases (VP1, gray). The VP2 and VP6 (green) layers, together with their VP1, VP3 and dsRNA-genome contents,
constitute a double-layer particle (DLP). VP7 (yellow) forms an outer layer that anchors the VP4 spike protein, which is cleaved by trypsin into VP8*
(magenta) and VP5* (red, orange, salmon). Spikes are shown in upright and reversed conformations on the virus particle. Fab41 antibodies bound to
upright spikes are shown in blue. (B) cryo-EM reconstructions of the upright (left) and reversed (right) spike conformations obtained by subparticle
classification. A dashed line surrounds the region in the upright conformation map, consisting of distal spike components that were subjected to focused
reconstruction. (C) Focused reconstruction of distal spike components using alignment by classification, local alignment, and local symmetry averaging. See
Methods for details. (D) Structure of the upright spike conformation with bound Fab41 antibodies. (E) Structure of the reversed spike conformation.
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nearly all TLPs but that about 60% of the particles in the P12 preparation were DLPs (Fig.
S1 in the supplemental material and Table 1). We computed 3D reconstructions of the P12
and P45 TLPs, initially with icosahedral symmetry. Inspection of the regions around the
VP4 spike suggested a superposition of two conformations – the upright spike seen on
mature TLPs and a reversed VP5* trimer, which appears spontaneously but slowly on rhe-
sus rotavirus (RRV) TLPs at near-neutral pH and 37°C, and rapidly at pH.10.5 (8). After ico-
sahedral alignment, we extracted subparticles corresponding to each of the 60 VP4 spikes
from all the TLP particles in the stack, after subtracting from each particle image the pro-
jected signal from the rest of the reference structure, except for the two bound Fabs, VP5*/
VP8*, and one of the six VP7 trimers surrounding the spike in question. Subparticle recon-
struction, followed by subparticle classification without alignment, yielded three classes for
each preparation, even after allowing for additional classes (Table 1). In the P12 prepara-
tion, about 50% of the spikes were in the reversed conformation, 32% in a conformation
with the foot domain still in place but with no clear density for the 2-fold clustered projec-
ting VP5* b-barrel domains and their associated VP8* lectin domains; about 18% of the
spike positions were empty. In the P45 preparation, the upright and reversed conforma-
tions each accounted for about 45% of the VP4 trimers, and about 10% of the positions
were empty. Only the upright spikes on the P45 particles had bound Fabs—one for each
of the two outward projecting subunits. Except for small differences accounted for by dif-
ferences in amino-acid sequence, the reversed spike structures on particles from both the
P12 and P45 preparations were essentially identical to the reversed VP5* structure we have
described for RRV (8) (Fig. 1E).

The initial spike:Fab subparticle reconstruction had poor resolution (.6 Å) for the
projecting VP5* b-barrel domains, their associated VP8* lectin domains, and the Fabs
(Fig. 1B and Fig. S2 in the supplemental material). Further classification (without align-
ment) into six classes of sub-particles tightly masked around these features showed
that they pivot over a range of several degrees about their contact with the tip of the
third VP5* b-barrel domain (Fig. 1B and C). We therefore superposed the densities for
all six classes and combined them into a single reference for aligning the six tightly
masked regions, leading to a map at 3.8 Å resolution that could be further sharpened
to about 3.5 Å by averaging its two identical halves (Fig. S2).

We built a model of the Fab complex as described in Methods. We built the Fab41
as a homology model based on the crystal structures of antibodies closest in sequence
(heavy chain PDB-ID 6PHC with 87% sequence identity, light chain PDB-ID 6MG4 with
91% sequence identity), then adjusted it to fit the map (Fig. S3 in the supplemental
material). The VP4, VP7, and VP6 components could be fit by straightforward modifica-
tion of the subunit structures from the RRV TLPs (8, 12) (Fig. 1D and E). We found four
Ca21 ions per VP7 protomer, two of which are coordinated by residues from different
VP7 protomers. They stabilize the outer layer of the particle, and uncoating requires
their dissociation (13). The interface between antibody variable domains and VP4 was

TABLE 1 Human rotavirus strain CDC-9 P12 and P45 classification results

Classification P12 P45 (data set 1) P45 (data set 2)
Whole virus classification
No. of particles 5612 9871 6823
“Triple-layer” particle (%) 40.6 96.6 97.6
“Double-layer” particle (%) 59.4 3.4 2.4

Spike classification
No. of particlesa 336720 592260 409380
Upright conformation (%) N.o.b 37.2 47.1
Intermediate conformation (%) 31.8 N.o. N.o.
Reversed conformation (%) 50.6 62.8 43.8
Unoccupied (no VP8*/VP5*) (%) 17.6 N.o. 9.2

aSixty spike subparticles per whole virus.
bN.o., not observed.
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sufficiently well defined that we could describe specific contacts, as outlined in the fol-
lowing section.

VP4:Fab41 contacts. The antibody binds at the VP5*–VP8* junction, well displaced
from the likely receptor site (Fig. 2). It contacts one VP5* and both VP8*s, apparently
locking those components in place, as also suggested by the sharp density features for
the VP8* lectin domain and for the link connecting it with the VP8* N-terminal helix. A
footprint of the antibody contacts mapped on the VP5*–VP8* spike structure shows
that the Fab41 heavy chain binds to the VP5* b-barrel domain and to one of the two
VP8* domains. The Fab41 light chain binds the other VP8* domain (Fig. 3A). Mapping
residue conservation from a VP4 multiple sequence alignment of different rotavirus
strains (data set S1) onto the molecular surface shows patches of conserved residues

FIG 2 Structure of the upright VP8*/VP5* spike in complex with the Fab of neutralizing antibody 41.
(A) Overview of the upright spike structure with two Fab41 antibodies bound at the apex. VP8* is
colored magenta and the three VP5* chains are colored red, orange and salmon, respectively. The
Fab41 heavy and light chains are colored blue and gray, respectively. (B) Sequential cross sections of
the antibody binding site along the axis indicated by z. The relative positions along the axis are
given in Ångstrom. Domains are colored as in (A). (C) Close-up views of two cross sections, showing
heavy chain contacts to both VP8* and VP5* (left), and the HCDR3 inserted between the two VP8*
domains (right).
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FIG 3 The Fab41-VP5*/VP8* antibody-antigen interface. (A) The VP8*/VP5* spike apex is shown in ribbon representation
enclosed by a transparent surface. The bound Fab41 antibody is omitted to allow direct view of its epitope. The
footprints of the heavy (blue) and light (light blue) chains on VP8*/VP5* are indicated by black lines. The numbers 1–3
refer to critical regions of the antibody-antigen binding interface, for which corresponding panels D–F show details. (B)
Surface residue conservation of VP5*/VP8*. Conservation scores were calculated from the VP4 multiple sequence
alignment (Data set S1) and mapped onto the structure. The Fab41 footprints are outlined as in (A). (C) Location of the
escape mutations A392E and G123D, which prevent neutralization by MAb #41 and MAb #47, respectively. (D) Close-up
view of the interactions between the Fab41 HCDR3 and VP8*/VP5*. Heavy chain Trp109 inserts into a hydrophobic
pocket. There are multiple hydrogen bonds (green) between main-chain groups of the antibody and VP5*. (E) Close-up
view of the interaction between the Fab41 HCDR1 (blue) and the VP5* hydrophobic loop (orange). Trp393 of VP5* packs
against the hydrophobic side of the Fab41 main chain and forms a hydrogen bond (green) with the side chain of Thr29.
The side chain of Asn32 forms a hydrogen bond with the main chain carbonyl of Pro389. (F) Close-up view of the
interactions between the Fab41 light chain (light blue) and one of the two VP8* domains (magenta). This part of the
antibody-antigen interface involves mainly polar interactions.
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within the Fab41 footprint (Fig. 3B), consistent with the heterotypic neutralization ac-
tivity of MAb #41 (11). The mutation A392E in VP5* leads to escape from neutralization
by MAb #41, but not by MAb #47 (11). A different mutation, G123D, at a position dis-
tant from residue 392, prevents neutralization by MAb #47, but not by MAb #41. The
structure is consistent with these observations: VP5* A392 is in the middle of the
Fab41 heavy-chain binding interface, while VP8* G123 does not contact Fab41 at all
(Fig. 3C). Mutating alanine 392 to glutamic acid would disrupt hydrophobic contacts
between VP5* and Fab41.

The most extensive set of interactions of MAb #41 is with its 18-residue long heavy-
chain complementarity determining region 3 (HCDR3), which inserts laterally into the
crevice bounded by the two VP8* chains and two of the VP5* hydrophobic loops, mak-
ing both polar and nonpolar contacts (Fig. 2 and 3D). The heavy chain CDR1 (HCDR1)
also contacts VP5*, clamping the loop from residues 386 to 394 between it and HCDR3
(Fig. 3E). The interaction includes hydrogen bonds between heavy-chain Thr29 and
VP5* Trp393 in VP5*, with the latter also stacked onto a main-chain segment of HCDR1,
and between the side chain of Asn32, in HCDR1, and the main-chain carbonyl of
Pro389 in VP5* (Fig. 3E). Light chain contacts are almost exclusively with the VP8* op-
posite to the noncontacted VP5* (Fig. 3F).

Antibody 41 (p111w109) derives from the same germ line precursor as two others
from the same donor (Fig. S4 in the supplemental material). We used the Clonalyst
software (14, 15) to construct the most probable clonal lineage and in particular to
infer the sequence of the unmutated common ancestor of the three B cell antigen re-
ceptor (BCR) sequences. Between 22 and 24 nonsilent somatic mutations (both chains,
including the most probable HCDR3 mutations) are present in each of the three identi-
fied variable domains, indicating that the precursors of the corresponding B cells had
undergone more than one round of affinity maturation—fully consistent with the likely
history of adult donors. The highlighted mutations in Fig. S4 create polar interactions
with VP8* or VP5*, suggesting that at least some of the previous exposure was to other
P[8] viruses—consistent with the history of P[8] as the major circulating human rotavi-
rus genotype.

Amino-acid differences between P12 and P45. The passage 28 (P28) and 45 (P45)
CDC-9 viruses, grown in Vero cells after passage 13, have markedly higher infectivity in
Caco-2 and Vero cells than does the P12 virus, grown in MA104 cells, which is identical
in its entire genome sequence to the original isolate. The P45 virus acquired six amino-
acid mutations in VP4 during the intervening rounds of virus passaging in Vero cells
(one in VP8* and the others in VP5*) (Fig. 4A and B), all but one of which were already
present in P28. After specimen preparation, the VP8*/VP5* spikes on the P12 particles
were either in the post-entry, reversed conformation or in an intermediate conforma-
tion in which the foot remained anchored in the particle, but the VP8* lectin domains
and the VP5* b-barrel domains were disordered. Thus, essentially all the spikes had
rearranged or begun to rearrange from their upright conformation. In the P45 particles,
nearly half the spikes were still upright, and we could therefore infer that one or more
of the mutations during passage had altered the relative stabilities of upright and
reversed conformations, in favor of the former.

One of the six mutations, S331F, at the apex of VP5*, introduced a phenylalanine
side chain that packs into a hydrophobic pocket bounded by residues on the paired
subunit: Gly67, Pro68 and Tyr69 on VP8* and its counterpart, Phe331, on VP5* (Fig. 4C).
We suggest that the resulting well-packed, hydrophobic interface is the primary con-
tributor to persistence of the upright conformation in the P45 virus. A larger fraction of
spikes in that conformation, which is the functional starting point for attachment and
penetration, should enhance infectivity in cell culture, as observed.

DISCUSSION

Our previous work on stages of rotavirus entry has led us to distinguish the following
steps: attachment, engulfment, membrane perforation, release of VP7 and VP8*/VP5* from
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an endocytic compartment into the cytosol, and release of the DLP (5). In BSC-1 cells, the
endocytic compartment appears to be a vesicle generated not by a clathrin coat but by
the TLP itself, which interacts tightly with the host-cell membrane through a pair of hydro-
phobic loops at the apex of the VP5* b-barrel domain (5). That interaction, as visualized
directly by cryo-EM, can in principle be strong enough to wrap membrane fully around
the virus particle (8). Initial attachment is through binding of the VP8* lectin domain with
a glycan receptor, and excursions of that domain away from the VP5* hydrophobic loops
would expose them for capture by the apposed vesicular membrane. In cells other than
BSC-1, some fraction of the uptake might be through clathrin-coated vesicles, but as these
uncoat immediately after pinching off (16–18), the outcome of either mode of engulfment
would be the same. Penetration is thus from a small vesicle; larger endosomes (e.g., any
with associated Rab5) are dead ends (5).

Binding of MAb #41 covers the hydrophobic loops on VP5* and anchors both VP8*
lectin domains. It does not block known sites for attachment to human glycan

FIG 4 Human rotavirus CDC-9 strain P45 mutations mapped onto the VP8*/VP5* structure. (A) Mutations are
shown as black spheres mapped onto the structure of the upright spike. (B) Primary structure diagram of VP8*
and VP5*. Residue numbers corresponding to domain boundaries are shown. The positions of mutations
observed in P45 are shown on top. Mutations at amino acid position 51, 331, 364, 385, and 388 occurred
between passages 12 and 27 in Vero cells. Mutation at amino acid position 499 occurred between passages 28
and 43. (C) Close-up view of the S331F mutation at the dimeric interface of the VP5* tips.
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receptors, but it would inhibit any stochastic excursions of the VP8* lectin domains
away from the VP5* hydrophobic loops and would therefore inhibit any membrane
interaction steps, including engulfment (unless driven by clathrin-mediated uptake)
and membrane perforation. The structure of the Fab complex is also consistent with
the heterotypic neutralization potency of this antibody as previously characterized
(11). The residues contacted on the CDC-9 P1A[8] VP8* and VP5* are conserved in other
P[8] spikes and conserved or conservatively mutated on most P[4] spikes (Data set S1
in the supplemental material); inspection of the model suggests that the P[4] spike dif-
ferences would not interfere with binding of antibody 41 in the mode shown by our
structure. The substitution D334H in the ST3 human P2A[6] isolate would probably
conflict sterically with the HCDR3 loop of Fab41. Likewise, the escape mutation, A392E
(in one of the hydrophobic loops), selected in the Wa P[8] strain for resistance to CDC-
9, would clash with HCDR1 (11).

Perforation requires the VP5* conformational transition shown in Fig. 1D and E and
in particular extrusion of the VP5* foot domain and its insertion into the membrane of
the surrounding vesicle. The reversed conformation will therefore be inactive, or nearly
so, in mediating infectious entry, because the transition will already be complete. On
the virus after 12 passages of the original isolate, nearly all the spikes were in the
reversed conformation in our prepared specimens and the in vitro infectivity was corre-
spondingly very low. Presumably in vivo, the time from virus release to spike reversal is
longer than the transfer time to infect a new intestinal cell, and the initial isolate and
the P12 virus are both fully infectious in neonatal rats. On the attenuated, P45 virus,
which had gained in vitro infectivity in the course of Vero-cell passaging, many of the
spikes were still upright and hence in the correct starting conformation for infectious
entry.

All but one of the six mutations in VP4 that occurred during the repeating passag-
ing are in the VP5* fragment. The only one of the six that stands out as a likely cause of
enhanced stability of the upright conformation is S331F (Fig. 4C). The contacts of the
bulky phenyl side chain would probably reduce the frequency of any transient dissoci-
ation of the VP8* lectin domain from the apex of the paired, projecting VP5* b-barrel
domains and would hence maintain the infectious spike conformation longer than on
the initial CDC-9 isolate. This proposed effect of the S331F mutation is also consistent
with the postulated spontaneous dissociation of the VP8* lectin domain from the
hydrophobic loops of VP5*, allowing the loops to engage the target membrane and
thereby prevent re-docking of the lectin domain. Because of the tight association of
the N-terminal, 14-residue segment of VP8* with the VP5* foot, which tethers VP8* to
the VP5* assembly, dissociation of the lectin domain from the VP5* apex would not
release the particle from attachment with the surrounding membrane and, in the
event of failure of the loops to engage the lipid bilayer, would allow the lectin domain
to “snap back” onto VP5* rather than dissociate completely.

Mutations at VP4 positions 51, 331, and 385 are present in other attenuated strains.
The Rotarix vaccine strain has mutations at all three (19, 20), and an attenuated strain
of the Wa human isolate has mutations at 51 and 385 (21). Changes at 385, which is
close to the membrane-interacting, hydrophobic loops in VP5*, are also prevalent in
another systematic study of serial passaging in cell culture (22). The residue lies just
outside the footprint of MAb #41. The consistent occurrence of mutations at position
385 is striking, but whether this or any of the VP4 mutations can account for attenua-
tion in vivo of CDC-9 will depend on potential differences in the kinetics of infection in
the gut and in cell culture and on the pathway(s) of initial engulfment and uptake.
Moreover, attenuation in vivo could instead occur at other steps in the infectious cycle,
including any of the stages of particle assembly. Although DLPs assemble in cytosolic
viral “factories,” they must associate with VP4 and NSP4—the viral maturation receptor
on the endoplasmic reticulum (ER)—and then acquire the VP7 glycoprotein in the ER
lumen, by a still ill-characterized, concerted inward budding (23–25). Any of the VP4
mutations could in principle reduce the rate or efficiency of this multistep process.
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MATERIALS ANDMETHODS
Virus production and purification. CDC-9 was isolated in the United States from a child hospital-

ized with diarrhea. The virus was initially adapted for seven passages (P7) in MA104 cells followed by
passaging in Vero cells up to passage 45 (P45). In this study, we analyzed CDC-9 P12 (passaged 5 more
times from P7 in MA104 cells) and CDC-9 P45 (passaged in Vero cells from P7 to P45). CDC-9 has no
sequence changes from stool to P12 in MA104 cells, but has some mutations, primarily in VP4 gene,
when adapted to grow in Vero cells (4). Viruses were cultivated and purified as previously described (3).
Briefly, virus cultures were harvested at day 4–5 postinfection by freeze-thawing. Supernatants were
clarified by centrifugation at 9800 g for 30 min. Cellular lipids were removed from the preparation by
using a sucrose cushion. TLPs were purified by CsCl gradient ultracentrifugation, washed by centrifuga-
tion at 105,000 g for 2 h, and suspended in Hanks Balanced Salt Solution with Ca21 (ThermoFisher, cat
#14025092).

Fab expression and purification. hRV.41 variable heavy and light sequences were synthesized as
gBlock Gene Fragments by IDT and codons were optimized using IDT’s Codon Optimization Tool for the or-
ganism Homo sapiens (human). These DNA sequences were subcloned using restriction enzymes NheI and
KasI into pVRC8400 vectors containing the human constant heavy and light chain regions and a tissue plas-
minogen activator signal sequence; the heavy-chain plasmid had a noncleavable 6�His tag (26). Plasmids
were sequence-confirmed by the Dana Farber Sequencing Core. The Fab was transiently expressed in mam-
malian HEK 293 cells using Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen) and 25mg of total DNA (12.5mg of each plasmid)
following manufacturer’s protocol for transfection reagent amount and cell density (26). Supernatants were
harvested 5 days posttransfection and passed over Cobalt-TALON resin (TaKaRa) followed by size exclusion
chromatography on Superdex 200 Increase 10/300 GL (GE Healthcare) in PBS. Purity was assessed by SDS-
PAGE analysis.

Specimen preparation and cryo-EM data collection. We applied 3.5 mL purified CDC-9 rotavirus
with Fab41 (;2.1 mg/mL, P12 data set; ;2.1 mg/mL, P45 data set 1; ;3.5 mg/mL, P45 data set 2) onto a
glow-discharged, 400-mesh copper Quantifoil R1.2/1.3 holey carbon grid. Grids were blotted for 7–8 s at
100% relative humidity and flash-frozen in liquid nitrogen-cooled liquid ethane using an FEI Vitrobot
Mark I. Grids were then loaded onto an TF30 Polara electron microscope operating at 300 kV accelerat-
ing voltage. Movie image stacks were recorded on a Gatan K2 Summit direct detector set in super-reso-
lution counting mode at the calibrated magnification of �40617 using SerialEM (27), with a defocus
range between -1.0 and -3.5 mm. This gives a pixel size of 1.231 Å at the image plane. The electron dose
rate was set to 8 per physical pixel per second and the exposure time 200 ms per frame. Total exposure
times were 7 s (P12 data set), 13 s (P45 data set 1), and 10 s (P45 data set 2), resulting in 35, 65, and 50,
frames per movie stack, respectively. The total electron doses were 37.0, 68.7, and 52.9 electrons per Å2

(;1.1 electrons per Å2 per frame) for these three different samples, respectively.
Cryo-EM data processing. (i) Movie processing and icosahedral reconstructions.We used MotionCor2

(28) with 5 � 5 patch alignment to calculate summed micrographs from the movie frames. With Gautomatch
we picked viral particles based on template projections (3° angular sampling, low-pass-filtered with a spatial
frequency cutoff corresponding to 40 Å resolution) obtained with EMAN2 (29) from a previous RRV reconstruc-
tion (30). Contrast transfer function (CTF) parameters were estimated using Gctf (31) from total-summed
micrographs. CTF values were locally refined at particle positions. We used relion_preprocess (32) for particle
extraction and normalization (box size of 1024 � 1024 pixels). We obtained initial icosahedral reconstructions
(I2 setting) with cisTEM (33) (refine3d version 1.01, reconstruct3d version 1.02). The 3D reference was masked
with a spherical shell mask that had an inner radius of 222 Å and an outer radius of 403 Å. At this stage, we
excluded false-positive particle picks and DLP particles, as evident from low alignment scores, from the stack
(Table 1 and Fig. S1). The alignment resolution limit was initially 12 Å for the global angular search and later
extended to 4 Å during local refinement. We used relion_motion_refine to further refine movie frame align-
ment and determine optimal weighting factors for frame summation, and relion_ctf_refine (34) to estimate
beam-tilt correction parameters. After another round of alignment in cisTEM and reconstruction of maps with
relion_reconstruct, the Fourier shell correlations (FSCs) calculated for density within the volume of the spherical
shell mask were 3.5 Å (P12 data set), 3.2 Å (P45 Data set 1), and 3.2 Å (P45 Data set 2) (Table S1 in the supple-
mental material).

(ii) Local reconstructions. We obtained local reconstructions centered at VP4 (VP5* and VP8*) posi-
tions using subparticle image analysis and classification as previously described (8). Based on the icosa-
hedral alignment, we calculated for each of the 60 VP4 protomers a subparticle extraction position and
new alignment angles and shifts for projection on protomer 1 of the extracted subparticle using Python
scripting with the library Transformations.py (https://pypi.org/project/transformations). We used IMOD
(35) to prepare three subparticle stacks for each data set: (i) a signal-subtracted stack 1 with a box size of
264 � 264 pixels where we used relion_project to subtract all density except for VP4, Fab41, and a single
VP7 trimer before subparticle extraction; (ii) a signal-subtracted stack 2 with a box size of 264 � 264 pix-
els where we subtracted all density except for the VP5* b-barrel domains, the VP8* domains, and the
Fab41 before subparticle extraction; (iii) an original, nonsignal-subtracted stack 3 with a box size of
320 � 320 pixels.

We classified subparticles of stack 1 with the programs refine3d (version 1.01) and reconstruct3d (version
1.02) from cisTEM (33). We kept the alignment parameters constant during 60 cycles of iterative classification.
The high-resolution limit for classification was 8 Å, and particles were used in the reconstruction step indis-
criminate of their alignment score by setting the BSC parameter to 0.0. During classification, we masked the
3D reference of all classes with the same mask encompassing potential VP4 spike volume of the upright and
reversed conformations, and the region of the single VP7 trimer that was not signal-subtracted. We obtained
essentially the same results from classifications where the initial 3D references for the different classes were
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either prepared from random particle distributions or were seeded with known structures (Table 1). The
reconstructions of the upright and reversed classes observed in the P45 data sets 1 and 2 had a very similar
structure and resolution as previously reported for RRV (8) (Table S1 and Fig. S2A–F in the supplemental ma-
terial). Final density maps for these two classes ware calculated from the nonsignal-subtracted particle stack
3 obtained from the P45 data set 1, and post-processed with sharpen_map from cisTEM, where a B factor of
-90 Å2 was applied at low resolution and average amplitudes were flattened between spatial frequencies cor-
responding to 8.0 and 3.2 Å resolution.

(iii) Focused reconstruction of distal spike components. Because the two VP5* dimeric b-barrel
domains were flexible with a hinge-point at their base, we could not interpret density belonging to the
Fab41 antibodies in the upright spike class after subparticle classification (Fig. 1B). We were unsuccessful
in directly focusing alignment using a mask that only covered this region for the 3D reference and using
particle stack 2, where everything was signal-subtracted except the dimeric VP5* b-barrel domains, the
VP8* domains, and the bound Fab41 antibodies. This approach probably failed because the starting 3D
reference had an estimated resolution lower than 6 Å, the molecular weight of the entity was too small,
and overlapping density from the virus interior, other spikes, or imperfectly subtracted density from the
viral shell prevented stable alignment and degraded the reconstruction. We therefore used an approach
of alignment by classification (Fig. 1). For this we merged the upright-conformation particles of stack 3
from the P45 data sets 1 and 2 and used the cisTEM programs for classification with six classes and con-
stant particle alignment parameters (60 cycles). The resolution limit for classification was 5 Å. We next
calculated new particle alignment parameters (c , u , f , dx, dy) based on transformation matrices calcu-
lated from structures (VP5* b-barrel domains, VP8* domains, and the Fab41 variable domains) that we
had rigid-body fitted into the maps of the six classes. The new particle alignment parameters are equiva-
lent to aligning the maps of the six classes in real space. After a total of three cycles, the alignment by
classification algorithm had converged and the nominal resolution for this part 4.4 Å (Fig. 1C). With the
improved map as 3D reference, we used cisTEM for one round of alignment. We also used the CCP4 pro-
gram maprot (36) for 2-fold local symmetry averaging. These steps led to nominal resolutions of 3.8 and
3.5 Å, respectively (Fig. S2G and H in the supplemental material).

(iv) Composite map and resolution estimation. For structure refinement of the upright conforma-
tion model with bound Fab41 antibodies (see below), we prepared a composite map (Fig. 2B) by pasting
together the well-resolved parts of the sub particle classification map (VP6, VP7, VP4 chains 1–3 without
residues 33–482 of chains 1 and 2) and the final focused reconstruction map (VP4 residues 33–482 of
chains 1 and 2, Fab41). Corresponding regions were masked before pasting together and, in case of
overlap, grid points with the higher density value were selected for the composite map using EMAN2.
We used phenix.mtriage (37) to calculate FSC curves from masked half maps (Table S1 and Fig. S2A–C,
G) and estimated local resolutions with relion_postprocess (Fig. S2D–F, H).

Model building and refinement. We used the basic protocol of Modeller (38) and the RRV structures
(PDB-ID 6WXE, upright conformation; PDB-ID 6WXG, reversed conformation) (8) as templates to prepare
homology models for the human rotavirus CDC-9 strain proteins VP6, VP7, and VP4 (VP5* and VP8*). The anti-
body Fab41 heavy and light chains were modeled based on PDB-ID 6PHC chain A (87% sequence identity)
(39) and PDB-ID 6MG4 chain A (91% sequence identity) (40), respectively. All homology models, except the
constant domains of the Fab41 heavy and light chains (residues 127–231 and 113–218, respectively), were
then fitted into the composite density maps by rigid-body refinement, morphing, simulated annealing, and
global and local refinement as implemented in phenix.real_space_refine (41). After the initial fit, we manually
checked the models in O and made adjustments where necessary. We also built N-linked glycans at VP7 resi-
dues Asn69 and Asn238, added four Ca21 ions per VP7 protomer, and placed the Fab41 heavy and light
chain domains as rigid-bodies based on density as observed in low-pass filtered maps. After these adjust-
ments, we refined the models again by global, local, and B factor refinement. In addition to standard stereo-
chemical and B factor restraints, we also used rotamer, Ramachandran, and secondary structure restraints in
the refinement target function. The Fab41 heavy and light chain are flexible with respect to the variable
domains and thus poorly resolved in our reconstruction. We therefore used reference model restraints for
these domains during refinement, which essentially maintained their structure as obtained from Modeller.
Modeled residues of the upright and reversed structures are listed in Table S2. We validated the stereochem-
istry of the structures with MolProbity (42) (Table S1 in the supplemental material) and assessed their fit to
the cryo-EM reconstructions with phenix.mtriage (37) (Fig. S2). We also validated the stereochemical confor-
mation of the modeled N-linked glycans with Privateer (43). Modeled residues are summarized in Table S2.

Sequence alignments.We retrieved rotavirus amino acid sequences for VP4 (Data set S1 in the sup-
plemental material), VP7 (Data set S2), and VP6 (Data set S3) from UniProt (44) using BioPython (45) and
aligned them with MAFFT (46). VP4 accession numbers are as follows: WA, P11193; WI61, B3SRX5; S2,
AQT31697; DS-1, P11196; L26, P21284; ST3, P11200; AU-1, P39033; 69M, P26451; NDCV, P17465; OSU,
P11114; SA11, P12976; RRV, P12473. VP7 accession numbers are as follows: WA, P03532; WI61, B3SRX9;
S2, P04510; DS-1, P11850; L26, P21285; ST3, P10501; AU-1, O42044; 69M, B3SRQ7; NDCV, P04511; OSU,
P08406; SA11, P03533; RRV, P12476. VP6 accession numbers are as follows: WA, P03530; WI61, B1NKU4;
S2, P08035; DS-1, A7J3A8; L26, B1NKS8; ST3, B1NKU0; AU-1, A4ZCW7; 69M, B1NKQ8; NDCV, A7J3A1;
OSU, Q91N61; SA11, P03531; RRV, B2BN53. Serotypes and genotypes for the different strains were com-
piled from published studies (47–50) and ViralZone (51).

Figure preparation. We prepared the figures using PyMol (The PyMOL Molecular Graphics System,
Version 2.3 Schrödinger, LLC), POV-Ray (www.povray.org), and matplotlib (52). We made the sequence
alignment figures (Data set S1–3 in the supplemental material) with ESPript (53). To calculate the conser-
vation shown in Fig. 3B, we obtained positional conservation scores from the multiple sequence align-
ment (Data set S1) and generated a coordinate file for the figure with the program ConSurf (54).
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Data availability. The cryo-EM maps can be obtained from the Electron Microscopy Data Bank (acces-
sion identifier EMD-26608, upright conformation with bound Fab41; EMD-26609, reversed conformation) and
the atomic coordinates from the Protein Data Bank (accession identifier PDB-ID 7UMS, upright conformation
with bound Fab41; PDB-ID 7UMT, reversed conformation).

SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL

Supplemental material is available online only.
SUPPLEMENTAL FILE 1, PDF file, 1.2 MB.
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